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Dedication

I would like to dedicate this book to my mom, dad, brother, and best friend Olivia because they always give me special things even when I don’t give them anything.
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Visiting the
Boathouse

Julie and Kate were two adventurous people. To go on vacation, they thought it
would be nice to ride a boathouse. The
first day in the boathouse was a success.
Julie and Kate went swimming in a backyard swimming pool. There was a diving
board connected to the house for diving.
There was a bed, TV, and a window.
There was no door, so to get in you

had to climb the walls, and to get out you had to dive into the pool and go down the steps to the pool. Ahead of the boathouse there
were lots of fish jumping in and out of the water. They thought that fish would be a tasty treat for supper. But then Kate remembered that they didn’t bring a fishing rod to catch them. Then they had an idea. They decided to build a fishing rod.
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C HAPTER 2

Surfing and
Supper

Julie found some string and a stick. Kate
found glue and put it together. They
fished and fished for hours and soon they
had enough fish for supper. They soon realized that they needed wood to make the
fire to cook the fish on. Julie suggested to
go surfing back to the beach to go and
find wood for the fire. Kate agreed. They
grabbed their surfboards and headed for

the diving board. Kate threw her surfboard into the ocean and jumped onto it. Cowabunga Kate shouted as Julie threw her board
into the water and jumped onto it. Behind the surfers, a HUGE wave was heading toward them. The wave was so big that it took
them all the way to the beach. They collected lots of wood for the fire and headed back to the boathouse. Kate made supper and everyone loved the fish. They had a wonderful supper! After supper Julie and Kate were really tired and got in bed to take a nap.
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C HAPTER 3

Pets in the
Playpen

Julie and Kate were getting pretty lonely
and wanted company. They decided to
buy a pet. Julie stopped the boat at an island. They stopped at a pet store and
bought a cat. Kate named the cat Rachel.
They also bought a robot to look after the
cat when they were gone. They bought
equipment for the play pen. When they
got back to the boathouse they put the

playpen together. Then they went inside to watch TV. An hour
later they came back outside to check on Rachel. The robot
had broken down! There had been a strong tide that splashed
water on the robot. Suddenly, there was an explosion onboard
the ship; so they called the fire department. The fire department came and put out the fire. Then they left. Julie and Kate
saw a shark a minute later. Kate turned the ship away from
the shark. they were safe. Julie was tired of vacation and was
feeling seasick. The next day, They set out for home. that was
the best vacation they had in a lifetime!

The End
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Hi my name is Chaya and I am seven years old. I like soccer
and art. I am in second grade. My birthday is on August 31,
2006. My favorite food is Bojangles. My teacher’s name is
Ms. Glover. I go to Alston Ridge Elementary School. I have
5 pet fish.

